Electromagnetic particle is considered as appropriate particle solution of nonlinear electrodynamics. Mass, spin, charge, and dipole moment for the electromagnetic particle are defined. Classical motion equations for massive charged particle with spin and dipole moment are obtained from integral conservation laws for the field.
We can consider some elementary particle as electromagnetic if it has the specific electromagnetic properties such that charge and dipole (in particular, magnetic) moment. Also the elementary particle has mass and spin. These are four basic characteristics for electromagnetic particle. But charge can be compensated in complicated particles. Thus we can consider also neutral electromagnetic particles.
Here a model of electromagnetic particle in the framework of Born-Infeld type nonlinear electrodynamics is considered [1, 2] .
General system of electrodynamic equations in inertial coordinates for spatial regions without singularities has the following form:
where D and B are electric and magnetic inductions, E and H are electric and magnetic intensities. System (1) must be supplemented with algebraic relations for connection between the fields D, B, E, H. It is convenient to use the electromagnetic inductions as dependent variables [1] . In this case
where E = E(D, B) is an energy density associate with equation system (1). The Latin indices take the values 1, 2, 3. We can write algebraic relation (2) in the following general form
For the case of small field these relations must be asymptotically linear:
In addition, the hypercomplex form for electrodynamics is convenient to use [3] . In this representation there is one hypercomplex equation (instead of system (1)) for two quasibivectors
where ı is hyperimaginary unit or unit pseudoscalar, ı 2 = −1. Here ı is used as customary imaginary unit (for more details, see [3] ).
Let us write two differential laws associate with equation system (1):
The Greek indices take the values 0, 1, 2, 3.
The components for symmetrical energy-momentum density tensor are
where P is momentum density, m µν are components of metric tensor for inertial coordinate system (m 0i = 0, |m 00 | = 1). The function of energy density E(D, B) defines a specific electrodynamics model according to (2) . For linear relations (3) the energy density has the form
where * Y is complex conjugation to Y. The components for quasitensor of angular momentum density are
Consider a three-dimensional volume V bounded by two-dimensional closed surface S with directed element dS S S. Let the volume and surface is independed of time for used coordinate system. The energy-momentum of field in the volume V is
Define similarly the antisymmetrical tensor of angular momentum
For the components of M µν V with zero index we have, according to definitions (9) -(11), the following identity:
Here the energy center coordinates · x i V for the field in the volume V are introduced:
In general case P µ V , M µν V , · x V can be depend on time. Let us designate the angular momentum vector with the same letter that the tensor:
where ǫ ijk are the components of three-dimensional fully antisymmetrical unit tensor. At last we have the following integral conservation laws for the field in the volume V :
Consider some spatially localized solution of the model equations which corresponds to an electromagnetic particle. This solution will be called particle one. Let us designate the appropriate field as (
. Also let us define energy-momentum
• P µ of the the particle solution and localization region • V (bounded by • S) for the energy-momentum by the following way:
Here ε gives an accuracy for the approximate equation. The definition of localization region is considered here with respect to some small time slice, because
• V and
• S are considered to be constant.
Practically, the existence of the localization region of the energy-momentum is equivalent to existence of finite limit | lim
Here we consider particle solutions for which m ij
For these solutions there is an inertial coordinate system in which
• P i = 0. These solutions correspond to massive particles. Their speeds are less than the speed of light.
Certain particle solution corresponds to a specified particle. In practice we have manyparticle configurations which must agree with some many-particle solution of the field model. Here we consider the case when the particles of such solution are sufficiently distant from each other. In this case the sum of appropriate particle solutions with timedependent free parameters can be considered as an initial approximation to the manyparticle solution [1] . An interaction between the particles will appear, specifically, as a dependence of their energy-momentums on time.
It is natural to define the particle's proper coordinate system for which the momentum of the particle is zero and its energy center (13) is at origin of coordinates:
= 0 all the time. But in the case of interaction this system is not inertial. Thus it is convenient to define also the particle's proper inertial coordinate system in which
• · x i = 0 for given time point. Let all quantities with respect to this system be designated by point at their bottom:
We have from identity (12) and definition (18) that
• · M 0i ≡ 0 for the proper inertial coordinate system. But we can make the transform from this system to another inertial coordinate system by formulas
Substituting of (19) into (12), we obtain the identity
for inertial coordinate systems obtained from the proper inertial one by time rotation and time shift in the proper system (but without space shift). A particle solution in proper inertial coordinate system may have a time dependent part. Considering the time periodical dependence we can write:
The mass of particle is its constant parameter. Thus we can use for the energy definition of mass only the constant component of the energy density
• · E |0 . But this component is determined also by time-dependent part of the solution. Away from the localization region of the particle solution its field is small and we can write according to (8):
It can be shown that the components with n = 0 in (22) give divergent (at infinity) energy integral. Thus for solutions with the non-vanishing time dependent part (only in the representation at infinity) it is not possible to introduce the localization region for energy-momentum, defined in (16). Here we investigate the case when the time dependent part at infinity is canceled:
Taking into account these assumptions we define the mass and the spin by the following way:
For any inertial coordinate system we have the known expressions for energy-momentum:
where v i are velocity components for the particle. There are the static electromagnetic field configurations with spin. This is, for example, configuration with two point dyon singularities [1] . Also a configuration with ring singularity [4] is worthy of attention from this point of view.
On the border of the localization region the particle solution field is small such that the constitutive relations can be considered as linear (4) . The appropriate solution is known (see, for example, [3] )). For the static part we have
where
D are electric and magnetic charges and dipole moment vectors for the particle solution.
Let us consider the interaction of particle with another particles which is sufficiently distant. We investigate the initial approximation to appropriate many-particle solution in the considered particle localization region. It has the form
whereD,B are small field of the distant particle solutions, the free parameters of spacetime rotation and space shift for the solution (
• B) are considered to be time-dependent. For simplicity the problem is considered in proper inertial coordinates of the particle. Let us write the field of the distant particles inside the considered localization region in the following form of two Taylor series terms:
where ·D i| , ·B i| , ·D i|j , ·B i|j are independent of spacial coordinates. Substitute of (26) for (15). We take into account (25), (27), and linear Maxwell equations for small field (D,B). As result we have
These equations coincide with classical motion equations of charged massive particle with spin and dipole moment in external field for the proper inertial coordinate system of the particle.
Here the classical motion equations appear naturally as consequence of the integral conservation laws for the field model. But just these equations, considered as phenomenological, need mass, spin, charge, and dipole moment of the particle. Thus here we have the substantiation for introduction of these characteristics. Also the known phenomenological relation between mass and energy become valid.
